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Christopher Edley, Jr. speaks to students in the law school about his work with 
President Clinton on Affirmative Action. 
BLSA Sponsors Lecture on 
Affirmative Action 
Christopher Edley, Jr., "Architect of President Clinton's 
Pro-Affirmative Action Agenda," Speaks to Students 
BY LARRY SAGER 
RG CoNTRIBUTING EDITOR 
Is it wrong that people have a ten-
dency to prefer people like themselves? 
Should law be used to impose regu-
latory order on how people treat each 
other? 
American Heritage Month. He is cur-
rently on the White House Affirmative 
Action Review Board, reviewing and 
formulating the policies of federal 
agencies. 
Edley presented a friendly, intel-
lectual perspective of the issues in a 
low-key manner, choosing to sit on the 
edge of the auditorium stage rather than 
KILLER 
CURVEIII 
Administrative Law Students 
Pitched a Whopper 
BY JASON SANDERS, 
RG EDITOR-AT-LARGE EMERITUS 
Professor Sallyanne Payton didn't 
post grades for her Administrative Law 
course last semester. In order for stu-
dents to find what they had received they 
had to ask Shanta Ness, Professor 
Payton's secretary. Shanta was faced 
with a grim task. Minor deviations from 
the school's suggested grade curve are 
common, but Professor Payton had sub-
stantially deviated. 
About three years ago the school's 
faculty decided to self-impose a sug-
gested curve. The "target" of the curve 
is for a minimum of 20% of the class 
receive an A- or above. Professor 
Payton had given 0% of the class an A-
or above. The curve also suggests that 
there be a maximum of 18% C+ or be-
low. Professor Payton had reportedly 
given over a third of the class either a 
C+ or below. 
Professor Payton said that she knew 
that her grades were significantly below 
the curve when she gave them to the 
Registrar's Office. She thought, how 
Professor Christopher Edley Jr., 
former Special Counsel to the President, 
discussed affirmative action at both the 
law school and at Rackham Auditorium 
on February 11th, as part of African 
Please see Edley, p. 2 Please see Curve Ball, p. 2 
INFRA 
RG rescues jobless lLs p. 3 
Sager -toothed 
tiger attacks p. 4 
Traffic 1, Pedestrians 0 p. 10 
Josh Barron goes 
to the video store p. 11 
Hey, 1st Year 
Summer Starter p. 14 
B&B vent spleen p. 15 
Legal Practice Retooled for the Millenium 
BY MIKE SACHS, 
RG NEws & PoLITics EDITOR 
Case Club is dead. Long live Le-
gal Practice. 
After receiving recommendations 
from a variety of different sources, the 
administration completely restructured 
the Legal Writing program at Michi-
gan Law School over the summer. 
Gone were the 3L student-teachers, in 
came sixteen former practitioners 
given the title of Professor to teach 1Ls 
how to hone and sharpen their legal 
writing. 
After half a year of the treatment, 
the program is receiving high marks 
for its newfound efficiency, vigor, and 
teaching quality. 
Yes, there will always be 1Ls who 
complain about the work quantity. Yes, 
every section will believe that their sec-
tion is doing more than any other. Yes, 
many will complain that they are do-
ing more work for this pass/fail class 
Please see Retooling, p. 4 
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Edley 
continued from p. 1 
speak from the podium. "Each agency," 
he explained, "has to see if its programs 
satisfy the strict scrutiny test." The 
evaluation process has been going on 
IN dEVELOpiNG 
pROGRAMS, EdLEy 
CONSidERS WHETHER 
THERE ARE RACE-NEU-
TRAL WAYS TO ACCOM-
pLISH THE diVERSITY 
GOAL, ANd THE 
"MORAL COST TO MAk-
ING dECISIONS bASEd 
ON RACIAL CHARAC-
TERISTICS . " 
for eighteen months, and is almost com-
plete. In developing programs, Edley 
considers whether there are race-neu-
tral ways to accomplish the diversity 
goal, and the "moral cost to making de-
cisions based on racial characteristics." 
Presenting both an intellectual and in-
trospective viewpoint, he invoked Jus-
tice Harry Blackmun's name stating 
"you have to pay attention to race to 
get beyond race." He added that "the 
American public needs to be educated 
about discrimination." 
Working with the President 
Hammering out policy issues with 
President Clinton and staff, Edley de-
scribed himself as "the only face of 
color" in a sea of white. He character-
ized members of Clinton's staff as "try-
ing to persuade the President to move 
to the right" on issues relating to the 
government's role enacting affirmative 
action. Other advisors stressed solidi-
fying the President's "political base," 
taking the politically expedient ap-
proach. Clinton's response was instead 
to take "an authentic and principled 
approach and at least we will get some 
respect." At that point, Edley stated, 
the politicos departed the room and 
"left the thing to the policy wonks like 
me." Still, Edley's narrative of the dis-
cussions sounded as though policy 
wasn't the issue as much as the proper 
political rhetoric to use in communi-
cating a policy in the formulation pro-
cess. 
Issues Beyond Politics 
Edley also spoke about morality, 
exploring hiring issues vs. promotion 
issues, down-sizing, and "what is fair 
and just." He encouraged discussion 
around issues of'how people ought to 
treat each other," and the importance 
Please see Edley, p. 13 
A Taste of Spring: Michigan students and squirrels came out of hiding as 
temperatures soared into the 60's last week. 
Curve Ball 
continued from p. 1 
ever, when the grades were returned for 
the routine adjustment to account for 
class participation and the other intan-
gibles, the deviations "would come out 
in the wash." They did not. By the 
time she realized that the grades were 
so low, they had to be turned into the 
administration. According to Profes-
sor Payton it was "a new and startling 
experience to have the grades come out 
so low." It was not only startling to the 
professor. 
When one student went to get her 
grade from Ms. Ness, she was greeted 
with congratulations for receiving the 
highest grade in the class, a B+. [Does 
she still get the book award? - Eds.] 
For most students the news was worse. 
Ron Hall, a second-year student in the 
class, commented it was unfair to "put 
your secretary out there to take the 
flak ." 
WHEN ONE STUdENT 
WENT TO GET HER 
GRAdE, SHE WAS 
GREETEd WITH CON-
GRATULATIONS FOR RE-
CEIVING THE HIGHEST 
GRAdE IN THE CLASS, A 
B+. 
One student was advised that if he 
was disappointed with his grade he 
should contact Professor Payton. Pos-
sibly from that, the rumor began to 
spread that the grades were in fact 'ne-
gotiable.' Professor Payton however 
disclaims such an offer stating that she 
"never said she would negotiate 
grades, [and she is] not responsible for 
student's impressions." 
Problem? See Dean Eklund 
While some students attempted to 
contact Professor Payton, others took 
the initiative and went to see Dean 
Eklund. Dean Eklund usually exam-
ines the grade curves of the different 
classes before they become final. Ac-
Please see Curve Ball, p. 8 
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HELP IS WANTED: 
IT's NOT Too LATE FOR SUCCESS IN THE 1 L SUMMER Job SEARCH 
BY MICHAEL SACHS 
RG NEws & PoLITics BorroR 
We all know you're out there. 
You're a lL. You've written fifty 
letters to big firms in Chicago, New 
York City, or the West Coast. You've 
received almost all rejections. Your 
self-confidence is at an all-time low. 
You're hoping that a job will fall in your 
lap, but deep down you're starting to 
get just a little worried. In the back of 
your mind, you are actually thinking : 
"What if I don't get a job for the sum-
mer?!?" 
Do yourself a favor. Relax. 
It's easy to now say "don't worry 
about it," but a lot of lL's have to go 
through the same thing: it's a terrible 
experience, but the secret to surviving 
it is to remember that next year, all the 
employers will be coming to Michigan 
to see you, and handing out job offers 
like there's no tomorrow. 
But, enough about next year. What 
do you do now? There are a bunch of 
different options for a desperate lL to 
take: 
1) Public interest jobs. Okay, 
most of them don't pay anything and 
it's not the glamour job that you ex-
pected when you plopped down the 
$23,000 for your frrst-year tuition. But, 
don't forget that you can apply for an 
SFF grant of $2,500 in March. Also, 
plenty of these jobs are in major mar-
kets and give you the opportunity to 
make contacts and have a real terrific 
experience. Several people who 
worked at U.S. Attorney's Offices last 
year had great summers and really look 
back at those times with fond memo-
ries. 
2) Judges. Almost all judges pay 
nothing for their interns, but almost any 
experience working with a judge would 
be terrific. You get to learn about how 
the courts operate, how the law is fash-
ioned, and the way that other attorneys 
before the court litigate a case. You 
might also get the opportunity to author 
an order or two. If a prospective em-
ployer knows the judge, that's also 
something additional that you can talk 
about next fall during your interviews. 
3) In-House Counsels. That 
was my final destination for last sum-
mer- at the Tribune Company Legal 
Department in Chicago. Many large 
corporations have their own legal of-
ficers and might be willing to give a 
law student from a top-flight school a 
chance for a summer. These jobs might 
pay, they might not pay. But, it will be 
worth your while to investigate this op-
tion. Don't forget: many of the in-
house attorneys worked for large, pres-
tigious firms before taking their cushy 
9-to-6 jobs, and they can have a lot of 
WHATEVER you do, 
you'vE ALwAys GOT To 
kEEp ONE EYE ON NEXT 
YEAR's INTERVIEW SES...-
SIONS. WHAT SORT OF 
EXpERIENCE do you 
WANT TO bE TALkiNG 
AbouT? 
insight into your job possibilities for the 
next year. 
4) Smaller firms. Okay, so you 
can'tmake $1300aweekindowntown 
New York, Chicago, or San Francisco. 
You can still get a quality firm experi-
ence by working for a firm that only 
has ten to fifty attorneys - or even a 
solo practitioner. Yeah, you might have 
to go on volunteer wages, but if the firm 
has a solid reputation, it will help for 
next year's interviews. 
5) Stay in Ann Arbor. I know 
-for many people, that could be con-
sidered the ultimate indignity. Stay on 
campus for another three months? But 
give it a chance. First of all, the tem-
perature actually goes over fifty de-
grees. Believe it or not! And, in April, 
the library will offer several jobs for 
the summer, and you could work for a 
professor and make a few bucks to tide 
you over. It will also give you time to 
work on your Law Review Writing 
Competition. I know of at least three 
2L's who stayed inA2last summer and 
who are all working for terrific firms 
in Chicago or New York City in the 
summer of 1997. 
Whatever you do, you've always 
got to keep one eye on next year's in-
terview sessions. What sort of experi-
ence do you want to be talking about? 
What will impress the interviewers? 
Remember, next year's interviews can 
be the big ones. What do you want on 
your resume at the top ofthe page? 
Also, give a lot of thought to the 
area of the country where you plan to 
practice. If you've lived in Pennsyl-
vania all of your life, but you're really 
interested in getting out to the West 
Coast, take a job in California or Wash-
ington State. Let next year's interview-
ers know that you're serious about 
making the trek out there. If you're 
applying to a job market where you 
have no visible contacts (home town, 
college, former work experience), one 
of the first questions out of their mouth 
will be "What do you know about the 
city of X?" So - make sure that you 
have a visible contact. 
I've given a lot of advice, and 
there might even be a lot of 2L's and 
3L's shaking their heads, saying 
"That's not the way to do it!" Every-
body will have their different opinions, 
but it's just important to note that there 
are other options out there - not as 
high-paying, but there are options. 
Your time will come next year, and the 
important thing to do is relax, take a 
deep breath, and agree to an experience 
that best fits in with your own plans 
for your future. 
BY LARRY SAGER 
RG CoNTRffiUTING EmTOR 
Lawsuits waiting to happen. The 
construction project on South U. rages 
on. Going for the quick lunch-time 
snack, how many students have been 
maimed by the heavy equipment mov-
ing in and out, hovering overhead? 
"There are few natural predators of the 
college student," commented one ad-
ministrator. "Between the tractors, and 
the wheel-barrows suspended precari-
ously several hundred feet in the air 
from a rusty crane, we can control the 
population." 
Shrubberies and Things: The 
cards, letters, e-mail, and just plain 
nasty comments have been rolling in on 
ANd HOW COME WE 
didN'T 
WHITE 
GET "DEAd 
Guys WHo 
WERE PRESidENTS DAy" 
OFF? 
the knights who say neecht. "It's not 
neecht, you fool," scolded Mr. One-
Eighty LSAT Score. "It's ni. Nil" 
Other students were equally adamant 
about their spellings. "It's neep, of 
course." "They say nit, nit." "Nee." 
"N-1-E-T." "Everyone knows it's 
needt." " ... neicht. Don't you people 
have anything fucking better to do?" 
commented another student. So take 
your pick. 
And how come we didn't get 
"Dead White Guys Who Were Presi-
dents Day" off? 
Staying power: Brian Newquist, 
up to seventeen cups of coffee a day, 
but those nicotine sticks are a thing of 
the past. Condolences to our smoker 
mentioned last column who has re-
joined the ranks of the smoked: further 
Please see Larry's World, p. 9 
Retooling 
continued from p. 1 
than for the substantive classes like editing Notes for their Journal or mak-
Contracts or Civil Procedure. ing their final plans to take the Bar Ex-
But, the program is a marked im-
provement from the last several years. 
And much of the credit has to go to the 
program's head, Grace Tonner. 
Ms. Tonner 
arrived at Michi-
amination. 
The program does still have senior 
judges, but no more junior clerks. The 
judges are in place for advising pur-
poses, but 
not to be re-
gan last year to 
rule over the last 
year of the de-
caying Case 
Club program. It 
was Dean Jeffrey 
Lehman's deci-
sion to retool the 
program, after 
listening to the 
THE pROGRAM IS A MARkEd sponsible 
for teaching. 
IMpROVEMENT FROM 
LAST SEVERAL YEARS . 
T H E Ms. Tonner 
ANd indicated 
that the se-
MUCH OF THE CREdiT HAS 
nior judges 
TO GO TO THE pROGRAM~ 
HEAd, CRACE TONNER. 
are used 
best for 
"mentoring." 
2L Laura 
recommenda-
tions of various alumni and student 
groups. Ms. Tonner would carry out the 
change. 
"I looked at different models from 
different schools," said Tonner. "Some 
had their Legal Writing course done in 
conjunction with a first-year course." 
She added, "The thing I learned 
was that research was the thing with 
which most Michigan students had a 
problem." Too true. 
This year, students will not com-
plain for lack of research experience. 
There are sixteen Legal Practice Pro-
fessors, gathered from across the nation. 
IL's are still divided into smaller 
groups, but they now receive attention 
from somebody who isn't worried about 
Hutcheson 
was a senior judge last semester, and 
thoroughly endorses the changes in the 
program. ''This year, they complain that 
it's too much work," she says. "But, 
last year we complained that we weren't 
learning anything." 
Ms. Tonner added that there are 
now two oral argument sessions, one in 
each semester. The tempo of the class 
has changed as well. There's not just a 
Closed Memo and an Open Memo, and 
then a Closed Brief and an Open Brief. 
Students work on analyzing a couple of 
cases, then a larger group of cases, and 
then they begin actually doing their own 
research. 
Ms. Tonner, in conjunction with the 
Please see Retooling, p. 5 
Students, with actual Legal Practice work to do, put the S-2 online research lab 
through its paces. 
Retooling 
continued from p. 4 
other Legal Practice Professors, has also 
coordinated the program so as to take 
lL's through the course of a trial -
using law firm memos, trial briefs, and 
summary judgment motions and the 
like. The student learns predictive writ-
ing during the first semester, and then 
persuasive writing. No more appellate 
briefs, either- at least for this year. 
As for a decision on whether to 
grade the class, Ms. Tonner and the ad-
ministration are still deliberating. It's 
no longer pass/fail : there are other op-
tions for students like Pass With Hon-
ors, C-, D+, D, and the ever-popular F. 
A full-boat grading system might be 
revisited in the future - Ms. Tonner 
certainly understands the argument that 
students will pay more attention when 
more is at stake. But she's also wor-
ried that students who don't catch on 
as quickly during the first semester will 
be penalized. 
Finally, Ms. Tonner seems very 
dedicated to the long-term growth of the 
Michigan Legal Writing Program. She 
wants to keep in touch with her students 
-passing out questionnaires after their 
first summer, second summer, the year 
that they graduate, and even five years 
into their practice. Such information 
will let her know what exercises were 
useful. 
Ms. Tonner understands that there 
is still work to do. "I'm always con-
vinced that I can do this better," she says 
affirmatively. 
Some students have recommended 
smaller groups for computer database 
training, blind grading (which seems 
rather difficult), and more opportunities 
to take different sides on the same case 
to sharpen their legal skills. Other IL's 
have complained about the quality of 
some Legal Practice Professors - but 
this might be the usual grumbling that 
comes from every lL class. 
The Legal Practice program seems 
to be headed in the right direction, at 
least. The next few years, however, will 
tell if the program is deemed a success 
by the ones who matter the most -law 
school graduates and employers .... ~ v 
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COMMENTARY 
Legal Practice Needs Anonymous Grading 
BY LISA DRESNER 
You're consulting with your legal practice professor in office hours when 
a classmate stops by and asks the professor to play racquetball later. You 
think: 
A. Hey, that'd be fun to do myself. 
B. What a gunner. 
C. Maybe I'd better do that if I want a recommendation from this prof. 
D. Maybe I'd better do that if I want a better grade from this prof. 
If you pickedD, you've put your finger on the weak link in Michigan's anony-
mous grading policy: the legal practice program's policy of allowing profes-
sors to grade most assignments on a non-anonymous basis. 
Like judges, law school professors have a special responsibility to avoid 
any intimations of favoritism. In most courses, professors protect themselves 
against such charges by grading students' written work on an anonymous ba-
sis. Not so in the legal practice program. Although many legal practice pro-
fessors voluntarily grade on an anonymous basis, they are not required to 
grade that way, and not all do so. 
However scrupulous their attempts to grade objectively, professors who 
don't grade anonymously compromise the integrity of the grading system. In 
a non-anonymous grading system, even a hint of impropriety can shake stu-
dents' confidence that their work is being graded fairly. 
This point might be moot if legal practice grading were done on a strictly 
pass/not pass basis. The course has a steep curve, however. Honors are given 
to no more than fifteen percent of the class. The damage done is particularly 
HOWEVER SCRUpULOUS THEIR ATTEMpTS TO 
GRAdE ObJECTIVEly, pROFESSORS WHO doN'T 
GRAdE ANONYMOUsly COMpROMISE THE INTEG,.... 
RITY OF THE GRAdiNG sySTEM. 
great here since first-year grades play such a large role in determining stu-
dents ' career opportunities. It's little comfort that those who don't get Honors 
may still get a recommendation from the professor. At least some students get 
anonymous grades; there's no such thing as an anonymous recommendation! 
Grading on a non-anonymous basis takes a toll on student and professor 
alike. Students may feel unable to speak freely in class or in writing assign-
ments. They may suspect that grades are based less on their performance than 
on how well they butter up the prof. These suspicions have serious ramifica-
tions. Students who believe their grades won' t be based solely upon their 
performance may consequently perform more poorly than they would have 
done otherwise. It's hard to write a memorandum when you're wondering if 
you should have spent less time on Westlaw and more time sucking up. 
Professors lose out also. Under this system, students probably won't give 
the profs feedback that could offend them, no matter how much it might im-
prove their teaching. Moreover, even professors who pride themselves on 
their objectivity in grading will find themselves subject to suspicion when-
ever they lunch or play sports with their students, no matter how innocently. 
Please see Commentary, p. 9 
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Hard Target? 
Everyone seems to be up in arms about the grade curve in Professor Payton's 
Administrative Law course from last semester. Rumors are flying, and some of 
her current students are terrified that the same fate awaits them. Any guesses on 
how many students will take the "Limited Grade Option" for Health Law this 
semester? 
No one complains, of course, when their professor grades with an especially 
high curve. But occasionally students are told by a professor that all of the exams 
in a class were exceptional, and she wishes she could give all A's. It may seem 
like the students have been robbed by the curve, but most of us accept this as a 
cost of the system. We needn't. And when we then find out that a different 
professor gave an entire class A's, the experience may be a little harder to swal-
low. 
Why do we have the curve in the first place? To give us grades based on how 
we compare to each other. To foster this oh-so-healthy competition that we are 
IT MAY SEEM LII<E THE STUdENTS HAVE bEEN 
RObbEd by THE CURVE, bUT MOST OF US AC-
CEpT THIS AS A COST OF THE SYSTEM. 
NEEdN'T. 
WE 
all engaged in. The curve puts us all on equal footing, knowing that we will be 
graded on the same basis no matter what class or professor we take. This is also 
the reasoning behind blind grading, which most professors utilize fairly religiously. 
When the curve or blind grading system is substantially deviated from, it under-
mines the policy of equality in grading and makes it seem as if grades are based 
on luck or the professor's personal preferences. 
Grades (in theory) reflect how a group of people responded to a particular 
learning experience. They should never be used as revenge or a reward, or to 
reflect particularly good or bad classroom dynamics. This is exactly what the 
curve and blind grading were designed to protect against. However, we general-
ize grades to the professor, and take curves as an example of how that professor 
grades or how good or bad the class was. 
Unfortunately, people often base their class choices in part on rumors of 
professors' past deviations from the curve. As important as grades are to our 
career searches, we can't help but take those rumors into account when choosing 
our courses or professors. As a result, some students may avoid a course or 
professor all together, thus depriving themselves of what might have been a very 
positive experience or important class. 
Since the school has committed to the grade curve, professors should honor 
that commitment and try to stay reasonably within its confines. The exceptions 
could easily swallow up the rule, and the cost to the students, who pay enough in 
sweat and tuition anyway, just isn't worth it. + 
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Career Services~ World of Law Strikes 
Ambivalence into the Hearts of ILs 
This year, the Office of Career Ser-
vices instituted the World of Law pro-
gram. Designed to help lLs become fa-
miliar with procedures for on-campus 
interviewing in the spring and next fall , 
and to introduce law students to the 
wide variety of career paths that can be 
pursued with a J.D., the World of Law 
program consisted of a series of lectures 
and activities throughout the first se-
mester. Students were introduced to re-
sume writing skills, given tips on how 
to conduct a successful inter-
BY JosHUA TURNER 
RG CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
essary to make individual appointments 
with Career Services to go over their 
resumes, even after the World of Law 
meeting. One student recommended 
that the 90-minute meetings should be 
pared down to half-hour sessions, with 
each session having a proportion of the 
total participating lLs. "This would 
allow them to treat us more individu-
ally," she said. 
The programs utilizing the Myers-
Briggs data also drew criticism. Stu-
the first semester of law school, and 
regularly scheduled FYI meetings, 
many students found the burden of the 
World of Law to be too much to bear. 
Despite the criticisms of the World 
of Law program, the Office of Career 
Services as a whole was given high 
marks. "They were really good about 
helping me with my resume and cover 
letter," a student said. The upperclass 
interviewing season, conducted in the 
fall, made it difficult for lLs to make 
individual appointments be-
view with a legal employer, 
and listened to a variety of 
speakers discuss the merits of 
legal careers outside the mold 
of the typical firm job, such 
as public service work and 
academia. 
IN AddiTION TO THE FULl COURSE 
lOAd, THE STRESS THAT COMES 
fore December 1, the date 
when first-year students can 
begin to speak with employ-
ers. Once the crunch of in-
terviews ended, however, 
most lLs found the office 
personnel to be both acces-
sible and helpful. The World of Law also 
sought to show students the 
importance of finding a career 
that was congruent with their 
interests, and that "fit" their 
needs and goals. To this end, 
WITH THE FIRST SEMESTER OF lAW 
SCHOOl, ANd REGUlARly SCHEd-
ulEd FYI MEETINGS, MANY STU-
dENTS FOUNd THE bURdEN OF THE 
WoRld OF LAW TO bE TOO MUCH 
Judging from the re-
actions of the students, a 
program like the World of 
Law is probably needed for 
entering students. Students 
overall are quite interested in 
TO bEAR. 
several activities revolved 
around the Myers-Briggs Personality 
Type Indicator. The "MBTI" classifies 
subjects in one of sixteen categories, 
based on answers to a multiple choice 
questionnaire. Susan Weinberg, Direc-
tor of the Office of Career Services, then 
gave students a presentation on which 
jobs attracted the most of each person-
ality type. 
Despite its admirable goals, the 
World of Law met with a generally luke-
warm reception from many of the par-
ticipating lLs. For example, the ses-
sions involving resume and interview 
skills aimed to synthesize the answers 
to commonly asked questions - and 
present them in a mass setting. The gen-
eral nature of the resulting information, 
however, coupled with the group set-
ting, made it difficult for students to get 
answers to specific questions. 
Also, many students found it nee-
dents who missed the administration of 
the test, and thus presumably did not 
know their personality type, found the 
activities to be of little or no value. 
Scheduling a make-up test, which was 
done through the Career Planning and 
Placement Office in the Student Activi-
ties Building, was found to be compli-
cated and bothersome. Those expect-
ing to take the test on the spot were dis-
mayed to learn that they would have to 
return for a separate, group administra-
tion. "I had so much to do, with home-
work and classes, that there was no time 
for me to go over and take the test," 
commented a lL, "If I hadn't had a 
copy of the questionnaire at home, I 
wouldn't have been able to participate." 
The scheduling concern was ech-
oed by other students about the pro-
gram generally. In addition to the full 
course load, the stress that comes with 
information regarding careers, and are 
especially concerned with understand-
ing the mechanics of the interview and 
hiring processes of both law firms and 
other legal employers. The current pro-
gram, however, apparently requires 
some fine-tuning before it meets these 
goals. 
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continued from p. 2 
cording to Dean Eklund, "the Academic 
Standards Committee has examined 
'outliers' for the last few years, and if 
there is a problem they contact the pro-
fessor." This year, however, the stu-
dents contacted Dean Eklund before the 
computer could isolate the 'outliers.' 
According to one student who 
spoke with Dean Eklund, it was "just 
GRAdES HAVE bEEN Ad-
JUSTEd UpWARd TO FIT 
THE SUGGESTEd CURVE . 
STUdENTS CAN GET 
THEIR NEW GRAdES 
FROM THE RECORdS 
OFFICE. 
like a vent session. It was the double-
whammie of a bad grade and a bad 
class." The students who spoke with 
Dean Eklund said that she was frank 
with them. She stated that the target 
curves are merely that - targets. As 
it states in the faculty handbook the 
suggested grades "have no restrictive 
aspect." If Professor Payton wanted 
to dig in her heels, she could. Accord-
ing to Dean Eklund, however, Profes-
sor Payton was very amenable to 
changing the grades by raising the 
curve. "She was quite terrific about 
the whole thing," said Dean Eklund. 
According to both Professor Payton 
and Dean Eklund the main discussion 
was about the procedure of changing 
the curve. 
Grade adjustments worthwhile 
"I thought in light of some of the 
recent changes in the academic regu-
lations, I wanted to talk about the pro-
cedures," said Dean Eklund. Accord-
ing to Professor Payton the school has 
"conflicting policies." One says that 
grades can't be changed without ad-
ministration approval, the other says 
that the grades have to fit the curve. 
According to Dean Eklund ap-
proval is only needed when grades are 
adjusted one by one. When the whole 
curve is adjusted it doesn't need to be 
approved. Professor Payton stated she 
didn't know the post-adjustment grades, 
but believed that Dean Eklund had 
moved them closer to the suggested 
curve. As of the writing of this article, 
Dean Eklund assured the RG that the 
grades have been adjusted upward to 
fit the school's suggested curve. Stu-
dents are able to get their new grades 
from the Records Office. 
Dean Eklund noted that every two 
or three years the school has to make 
this kind of curve adjustment. "It's usu-
ally due to a miscommunication," said 
distracted. Generally students discount 
these reasons stating that what was 
taught in class had almost no relevance 
to what was on the test. Another reason 
cited by Professor Payton was that this 
year the grade was based upon an exam, 
while in the past grades had been based 
on papers. This reason was also cited 
by many students. 
One student commented that she 
thought it was the first exam Professor 
Payton had given in twelve years. Most 
students felt the test was at best "unpre-
dictable." While the test was black let-
ter law, 
Grades from Professor Payton s Administrative Law course were not posted on 
the "Wailing Wall," avoiding juxtaposition to lesser academic tragedies. 
Dean Eklund. "And it's often a visi- "people were thrown off because policy 
tor." Dean Eklund couldn't recall if this was what we talked about in class," said 
situation had occurred before with a 
Michigan tenured faculty member. She 
also noted that it was not uncommon 
for faculty to deviate from the curve, 
although they usually deviate upwards. 
Differing Explanations 
The reasons for these grades being 
so low depended upon the person who 
was asked. Professor Payton explained 
several factors which she felt contrib-
uted to the lack of performance on the 
test. She believed one reason to be that 
this year Administrative Law was 
taught by her in the Fall instead of the 
Winter semester. 
According to Professor Payton, in 
the fall "students are interviewing," 
while Administrative Law requires 
"long attention spans." In addition to 
having students often absent, Professor 
Payton also feels that in the Fall semes-
ter the weather causes students to be 
one student. "If I were to have antici-
pated, I would have thought she would 
have wanted more policy," said Lynne 
Golichnik, "she assumes the base 
knowledge and only talks about policy." 
Ron Hall stated he felt the "questions 
were relevant, but they were nebulous." 
Most students agreed that the prob-
lem was that they didn't know what she 
was looking for. She had spent the se-
mester telling war stories but didn't 
make it clear that she wanted black-let-
ter law on the exam. This was further 
compounded because there were no re-
cent exams on file. 
Not all students were so down on 
the teaching of Professor Payton. 
Kathryn Williams stated that she "really 
enjoyed her rather unorthodox but in-
teresting and thought-provoking style of 
teaching." Although Ms. Williams did 
note she was "very happy [she] took it 
Please see Curve Ball, p. 9 
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Larry's World 
continued from p . 4 
proof of the adage, "Quitting is easy, 
I've done it many times." 
The first-years were jamming 
Room 200 for summer jobs ... students 
going to various sundry lengths to im-
press recruiters: cutting their hair, buy-
ing clothes that fit, and removing their 
nose-rings. SELL-OUTS!! Next year, 
things will be different. We law students 
will be in the Whirly-Ball bumper-car 
seats being wined and dined for those 
measly high-paying jobs. 
Is Biology now offered as a law 
school elective? Is it a case of mistaken 
identity or have some undergrads moved 
from the reading room and are now tak-
ing up space in the law school computer 
room? 
The Whirly Ball Extravaganza had 
a successful turnout. The one time it is 
socially acceptable-actually encour-
aged-to drink, drive, and smash into 
things, without personal liability expo-
sure. Sore arms and complaints of 
"whiffle elbow": there seems potential 
for holding Whirly-0-Rama liable for 
cases of backlash, and, in fact, an array 
of injuries: dizziness, unexplained red-
ness in the genital area, dislocated toe, 
stomach cramps, and intestinal instabil-
ity. (This last symptom likely related 
to consuming massive quantities of 
cheap beer, anchovy pizza, and 
Blimpy's onion rings-all within the 
hourly Whirly time limit.) Walking the 
ethical borderline of a bumper-car chas-
ing attorney, some third-years could 
have a burgeoning practice, collecting 
names of those people jerked out from 
underneath their own body. Murphy v. 
Steeplehouse Amusement Co.("The 
Flopper") comes to mind: A sport for 
the rough and boisterous, not for those 
"seeking a retreat for meditation." 
Volenti non fit injuria. 
HE'S BAAAAAAA-ACK. Prof. 
Syverud [S-y-v-e-r-u-d. Right, got it. 
Thanks Lar. - eds.] will be coordinat-
ing Bridge Week. What's the speed of 
dark? Shari Kessler out-scores the 
boys, tossing strikes at the Rock And 
Bowl. The third-years' "100 Days Cel-
ebration" was a smashing time. To be 
followed with a "Fewer Than 100 
Days" party in March, followed by the 
"Even Fewer Than 100 Days Bash" to 
be held in April. 
Simpson 2, Soper 1. An inte-
grated-interdisciplinary approach to 
the perspective of law. Pulling ahead, 
Profesor Simpson using Monty Py-
thon-isms twice in one week to illus-
trate adverse possession in property 
law. 
Ronald McPompous the 
McStupid: People are still whining 
about the McDonald's spilled coffee 
verdict. The facts: Mrs. Liebeck spent 
eight days in the hospital, suffered third 
degree burns, and required skin grafts. 
McDonald's received 700 complaints 
but refused to lower the temperature 
of their scalding drink-serving it 20 
degrees hotter than their competitors. 
Before filing the complaint Mrs. 
Liebeck offered to settle for $2,000. 
McDonald's refused. Then, a media-
tor recommended a $225,000 payment. 
McDonald's refused. The 2.7 million 
verdict represented two days of coffee 
revenue, reduced to $640,000-basi-
cally six and one-half hours of 
McDonald's coffee sales. M~w 
'em. V 
Curve Ball 
continued from p. 8 
pass I fail," and she was "disappointed" 
by the unpredictability of the exam. 
Reading Room Mix-Up 
Like that of the S.S. Minnow, Pro-
fessor Payton's three hour voyage was 
ill-fated from the start. Certain materi-
als were supposed to be on file at the 
reading room, and not only did they ar-
rive late, but according to Dean Eklund 
"some of the desk attendants knew the 
materials were there and some did not." 
According to Ms. Golichnik "a majority 
of the class didn't get it until the morn-
ing of the test." The test was delayed 
while the students were allowed to go 
get and then quickly read the materials. 
In Dean Eklund's opinion this may 
have played a role in the poor perfor-
mance of the class. Professor Payton 
stated that she hadn't known about the 
mix-up at the reading room. She said 
that the materials which were on file 
weren't even necessary for the exam. 
They were "nothing more than my notes 
for a block of the material, students were 
responsible for it anyway" said Profes-
sor Payton. While she felt it shouldn't 
have affected how students performed, 
she stated she could "imagine people 
who got my notes would have been more 
confident approaching those questions," 
although it should have been in students' 
outlines anyway. 
Non-traditional styles 
Most people agree that Professor 
Payton has a non-traditional way of 
teaching. Kathryn Williams stated that 
Professor Payton "injects a sense of real 
life into the isolated law school life, 
which I believe is necessary because 
-----------------------------------------------------------lmanycomeoutofschoolunpreparedfor 
C t serving student anonymity have been ommen ary how brutal it can really be out there." resolved somehow by all of the legal 
C t · d +-.. 5 Lynne Golichnik was in agreement with on znue J''Om P· practice professors who do choose to 
many students that Professor Payton is 
Admittedly, teaching writing is grade on an anonymous basis. We "obviously very bright" and "she had a 
easier when professors needn't worry should ask no less of their colleagues. lot of stories." However, as Dean Eklund 
about issues of anonymity. They can was apt to sum up "grades loom large 
consult freely with students at any As always, the RG encourages the for students." And as Ron Hall stated 
point in the writing process and can submission of articles and student "if you're going to give us this nebulous 
easily tailor comments to individual commentary. test, don't kill us on the curve." ~ 
students' concerns. Yet the difficul- + V 
ties of teaching effectively while pre-
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r--tlFE AT THE CORNER OF DEATH AND HELL I 
BY MIKE SACHS, 
RG NEws & PoLmcs EDITOR 
Before I begin, please forgive the 
exaggerations that are soon to follow. 
It's just that after eighteen months of 
law school, I simply can't take it any-
more. 
Okay. Whoever created the infra-
structure and traffic plan surrounding 
Michigan Law School should be given 
a medal of honor. This person has 
single-handedly put this school between 
two of the worst intersections in all of 
America! 
Maybe my whining over this situ-
ation is because I went to school in 
Champaign, Illinois. It was a simple 
enough town with straight roads, stop-
lights, and plenty of "don't walk I walk" 
signs. If you wanted to get from one 
side of the university to the other, you 
could walk it in your sleep without any 
fear of death or disfigurement. When 
the night arose, the stoplights contin-
ued their usual "red-yellow-green" se-
quence. None of this blinking crap at 3 
a.m. 
That's why the intersections of (1) 
State and Packard and (2) State and 
South U bother me so much. One is 
designed to absolutely confuse every 
person within a 100-foot radius and the 
other is constructed simply to kill as 
many college students as possible. 
First, State and Packard : The In-
tersection Of Death. You've got nine 
different roads, it seems, all corning 
from different directions, all converg-
ing into the same main "splotch" of ce-
ment. The pedestrian signs seem inter-
minably confused : you have to cross 
about fifteen different roads to get from 
the Cafe Espresso to its kiddie comer. 
Belle's Pizza and the drugstore directly 
across the street might as well be five 
miles apart. 
At the Intersection of Death, it's 
basically a high-stakes guessing game 
over whether to walk or not to walk. If 
you win (like most people), you live. 
If you lose, well ... you probably don't 
Students risk their lives at the Intersection of Death 
die, but you're rewarded with a smat- your head the two different kinds ofve-
tering of annoying honks, middle fin- hicles that arrive at the Intersection 
gers, and a heart murmur as you see an From Hell. 
Oldsmobile come within six inches of First, those that are very careful 
slamming into your backside. and like to remain at the stop signs for 
It doesn't help the situation that as long as possible, letting the entire 
those vehicles heading south on State Michigan Marching Band pass before 
are roaring down a hill, nor that those they decide to pull out. For these ve-
heading north sometimes haven't seen hicles, your reasoning might be: "Well, 
a stoplight for the last mile. But, hey, the car has remained in neutral for ten 
what do the statistics say? seconds. It's probably not going to pull 
A helpful fellow named Brad at the out if I just hustle across ... " Which, 
Ann Arbor Department of Transporta- of course, it promptly does. Then you 
tion told me that in 1996 alone, there and the driver exchange funny little 
were 22 vehicle-vehicle accidents at the looks which mask what each of you is 
Intersection of Death. Incredibly thinking about the other: "You putz!" 
enough, there was only one vehicle-pe- Second, there are those vehicles 
destrian accident and one vehicle-bicy- that have grown weary of this intersec-
clist accident. tion and decide that they're going to 
I'm very sorry for the people in- blast through as quickly as possible. 
volved in those accidents, but I was They have no patience for man-made 
thrilled to learn that the collateral dam- contrivances like stop signs and stop-
age wasn't even worse! I just pity those lights, so these drivers just figure that 
that have to play The Intersection of if a pedestrian is willing to wait for the 
Death roulette every day. car ahead of them to pull out, damn it, 
Then, there's State and South U : it can wait for their car as well. 
the Intersection From Hell. Brad told Of course, the drivers at the Inter-
me there was only one accident at the 
intersection in 1996, which makes per-
fect sense because it's designed to com-
pletely slow down traffic to a trickle. 
It's not a dangerous intersection, the 
Intersection From Hell. It's just a con-
fusing one. What's the problem? As a 
pedestrian, you've got to categorize in 
section From Hell have similar reac-
tions to the pedestrians. There are those 
walkers that are extremely careful and 
almost apologetic as they get across the 
street. Then, there are the other 
undergrads with their pants on back-
ward, their caps to the side, just rebel-
Please see Intersections, p. 11 
Intersections 
continued from p. 10 
ling against everything ... they practi-
cally stop to tie their shoelaces in the 
middle of the street. This second group 
is the one that causes drivers to hurry 
through the stoplight ASAP: it's all just 
one big circle. 
Add to The Intersection From Hell 
the buses and trams picking and drop-
ping people off at the Union and the cars 
that are parallel parking in front of the 
law school if they find a good parking 
spot. It makes for a bewildering spec-
tacle every day, especially during the 
lunch hours where traffic is at its worst. 
So, that's it. As I said at the begin-
ning, much ofthis is hyperbole and nei-
ther of these intersections are that ter-
rible in the larger scheme of things. 
However, when you cross The Intersec-
tion of Death or the Intersection From 
Hell three thousand times during your 
college career, well ... as somebody 
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who has contributed close to three hun-
dred dollars through towing fees and 
moving violations to the Ann Arbor 
general fund, I'd like to know that my 
money is being used for a valuable pur-
pose. 
\ 
. --
Pedestrians vs. buses vs. taxis vs. Ann Arbor drivers at the Intersection 
from Hell. 
Movie Review: Don· t Hustle To Rent The Hustler 
BY JosH BARRoN 
RGMovrnGuY 
There's something special about 
a classic movie. They're reminiscent 
of a time before good acting and 
quality screen writing were over-
shadowed by special effects and 
movie soundtracks. Why can't they 
make movies like they used to? Well 
guess what, they could but choose 
not to. As unpleasant as it may sound 
to those who like to believe that any-
thing produced over 25 years ago, 
similar to a foreign film, has to be 
good, movies have actually im-
provedsincethe 1960's. !realize this 
is considered blasphemy to those of 
you who take pride in the fact that 
you've seen Rebel Without A Cause 
eight times or sport posters of 
Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid 
Bergman on your walls. But I am 
sorry to tell you that pledging your 
endearment to a thirty five year old 
movie (because it's thirty five years old) 
isn't going to do a whole lot to increase 
your level of status on the "l' m more 
artsy than you" scale. 
The Hustler stars Paul 
Newman, Jackie Gleason, and George 
C. Scott. It is the prequel to The Color 
of Money. You might be wondering 
how a movie with a cast like that can 
be less than spectacular. True, the act-
ing is tremendous (your occasional bit 
of over dramatization aside). The prob-
lem is with the script. In the movie, 
Fast Eddie Feldson, a brass young pool 
hustler played by Paul Newman, seeks 
out the legendary Minnesota Fats, 
played by Jackie Gleason, to make 
some money and establish himself as 
the best pool player alive. The premise 
is good, but they could have cut about 
45 minutes from this 2 hour and 15 
minute movie. There's nothing wrong 
with old and long movies (ala Raging 
Bull), but in this one nothing happens. 
The movie gets into trouble when 
Newman meets his love interest in the 
film (an alcoholic, unemployed, and 
suicidally depressed loner). It was not 
the meeting that was the problem as 
much as the next twenty minutes of 
smoking and staring wordlessly into 
the bottom of a coffee cup. In fact, I 
find it somewhat amazing that it's 
even possible to concentrate on two 
people's relationship for an hour with-
out ever giving us a reason to care 
about either of them. Unfortunately 
for the audience, they did. 
I realize that many movies made 
in the 50's and 60's were in fact su-
perior to some of the trash produced 
today. But keep in mind that these 
movies are the product oftwo·decades 
of Hollywood's best. If one were to 
take the best films of the last 10 years 
(fill in your personal favorites here), 
I don't believe there would be any 
comparison. In fact, I think the Color 
of Money (which I liked but wouldn't 
put anywhere near the top twenty five 
movies in the last 10 years) was bet-
ter than it's prequel, The Hustler. 
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Kim Hurdle 
Kim's big day, june: 26, 1993. 
Kim's last day, December 2B, 1993. 
Ki!Ied by a dnmh driver 
Greenville, NC 
If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
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Ed ley 
continued from p. 2 ~ Blanks' Culture Corner +--
in persuading people that "diveresity L --------------- - ------= ====:-----J 
enhances the quality of the educational 
mission." He described affirmative ac-
tion as a mechanism "against that ten 
dency to prefer people like ourselves." 
Stressing problems that lie in people's 
attitudes, values, and beliefs, Edley ex-
pressed his hope that people "take re-
sponsibility for themselves," remind-
ing the audience that parents shape their 
children's experiences. 
Combating individuals' racism 
through diversifying social environ-
ments addresses only part of the prob-
lem, Edley concluded. Affirmative ac-
tion does not reach all the sectors of 
society that need to be reached. Inter-
HE dESCRibEd AFFIR--
MATIVE ACTION AS A 
MECHANISM "AGAINST 
THAT TENdENCY TO 
pREFER pEopLE LikE 
L " OURSE VES. 
"TALkl NG WON'T do 
IT, you NEEd TO bE 
dOING SOMETHING. " 
racial contact doesn't insure social in-
teraction between groups who are eco-
nomically and socially diverse," .. . but 
it's one way to make progress." 
One audience member asked about 
the systemic problems minorities face, 
the numbers of blacks in prison, drug 
problems, and issues of class. "You are 
not going to get a white suburb to think 
they have a stake in the black inner 
city," Edley answered. He believes 
community leaders must define how to 
connect "on projects and goals . .. ways 
to share interest that energizes people 
to work together." There's a need for 
unity, cohesion and sustained effort. 
"Talking won't do it," concluded 
Edley. "You need to be doing some-
thing." + 
Thou Shalt Not Covet thy Editors' CD collection 
BY JASON BLANKENSHIP, RG ARTS EDITOR 
Oh, boy, oh boy. It's like Christ- Terence Trent D' Arby. Basicall~, this 
mas and New Year's all rolled into one! guy has a bad case of George Mtchael 
For some strange reason, RG Editor-at- Syndrome-lots of talent, but the atti-
Large Sanders agreed to let me savage tude that he presents is so repugnant that 
his taste in music publicly. I don't know it overshadows his abilities. 
what I did to deserve this pleasure, but 
I'm going to run with it until someone 
stops me. Heh. To be fair, I only chose 
the CDs that were in Jason's "listen to" 
pile, and not some of the more embar-
rassing ones that he owns. However, it 
does beg the question, if those other 
CDs are so heinous, why does he still 
own them? Hmm ... Anyway, enough 
preliminary teasing, let's get right 
down to it. 
111 Traveling Wilburys, Vol. II 
Well, well, well .... Jason listens to 
the ugliest band in the music business. 
Now, I do recognize the abilities of the 
individual members of this band-Roy 
Orbison is fantastic [Or was-eds.], 
and it's hard to argue with George 
Harrison, Tom Petty, and the rest, but 
this CD has always struck me as an-
other pathetic supergroup trying to 
wring every last dime out of the rem-
nants of their careers. I suppose that 
I'm just too cynical, but I don't buy this 
as honest music. 
I21Deee-Lite, World Clique I 
Hee, hee, hee ... "your groove I do 
deeply dig/ no walls only the bridge/ 
my supperdish/ my succotash wish ... " 
There's nothing like well written, intel-
ligent lyrics. I mean, I'm a fan of good 
dance music, the kind that makes you 
shake your booty, but this CD was too 
goofy even for me. [All praise to 
Bootsy-eds.] 
Terence Trent D' Arby, 
Symphony or Damn 
Now I have to say that this is are-
ally great CD. Incredible music, great 
vocals. But, I'm putting this down in 
the hall of shame because it's, well, 
4 Ned's Atomic Dustbin, 
Are You Normal? 
I'm not going to comment much about 
this, except to ask you, my faithful read-
ers, to picture Jason as a flannel-wear-
ing sophomore in college, listening to 
this CD, sitting around drinking case 
after case of Milwaukee's Best while 
playing Sega Tecmo Bowl. (I can't see 
it either.) 
lsi Madonna, Madonna . I . 
I swear, I didn't make this up. This 
CD, with "Lucky Star" and "Border-
line," was sitting in Jason's "listen to" 
pile. I can see him dancing around in a 
half-shirt, those little linen gloves, and 
lots and lots of those rubber bracelets 
singing "Holiday." Now, I've always 
thought that Madonna was a pretty tal-
ented artist, an she certainly has done a 
good job of reinventing her image over 
the years, but to still have this CD in 
current rotation is somewhat suspect. 
Bigfmish ••. 
~Mariah Carey, Mariah Carey I 
Wow. I hope that Jason boughtthis 
to impress a woman. That's the story 
I'm going to stick to. I don't know if I 
could handle anything else. 
I have to say, in conclusion, that 
most of Jason's collection was in no 
way embarrassing. Then again, I'm the 
one determining what is embarrassing, 
and what is not, so you may want to 
take this with a grain or two of salt. Any-
way, that's my review of Jason's col-
lection. He's probably going to reply to 
what I said, but don't believe a word of 
it. I never bought that Yanni, and he 
can't prove a thing. 
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Lawyer-In-Training Matt Marquez 
O'Carollan's classmates just thought 
he was odd before they learned they 
were only supporting characters in... !5 
The Studies of !5! 
L.egallm.t 
8 By }"\aH Car'lin, 1-L ~ 
The~unner ~ ~~~:~IS~ ~ 
L-----------------~ L---~------~------~ 
HEy, 1ST YEAR SUMMER STARTER 
In an effort to more adequately ad-
dress the needs of the current group of 
lL Summer Starters, theRG has agreed 
to dedicate some precious space to al-
laying their fears, woes, and general 
state of confusion. 
Hey 1st Year Summer Starter: 
There are all these non-law school 
grad students that keep showing up in 
my classes and making points that don 't 
seem to be relevant. It annoys me. It 
annoys other people. How can I put an 
end to this? 
I feel your pain. First of all, re-
member: you are here to listen to your 
professors, not other students. There-
fore, listening to someone from another 
part of the university is an even a larger 
waste of time than listening to your 
peers. Don't engage that person on their 
leveL Don't try to fight philosophy with 
philosophy, or even psychology with 
sociology. Simply follow any comment 
they make with, "Well, maybe if you 
were actually in law school you 
wouldn't be asking that question." 
And if their mere presence doesn't 
bother you enough to verbally antago-
nize them, don't forget, they aren't even 
paying law school tuition to sit there and 
mess up the curve. 
Hey 1st Year Summer Starter: 
Is there some rule about asking out 
a2L? 
Yes. 
What about a 3L? 
No. 
Hey 1st Year Summer Starter: 
How come, without exception, it 
seems my professors are either old, 
white, and tenured or young ,female, and 
visiting? 
Not true. · I've heard that one of 
your torts professors was tenured at 
another school. 
What about all that talk I heard at the 
beginning of the summer about how 
being a summer starter was beneficial 
for the first year summer job search? 
Ha. 
Come on, don't you have any advice? 
OK. There are actually three job 
search benefits to being a summer 
starter: 
1) Explaining the summer program 
automatically fills up one paragraph 
of your cover letter; 
2) Because summer starters tend to 
be older and married they have more 
relatives to hit on for jobs; 
3) The summer starter program is ac-
tually the pride and joy ofMLS, there-
fore Career Services views it as their 
duty and honor to help you succeed 
and find the job you want. 
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B & B's BS 
Some Things We Felt Like Saying 
j'H_e_y_B_o_l_li_n-ge_r_,_S_h_o_w __ U_s_th_e __ M_o_n_e-y!----~, , _----L-o-1-la_P_o_li_ti-c-ai_C_o-rr-~-c-tz-a--------~ 
B&B read recently in the Michigan Daily that President 
Bollinger has set aside $3+ million dollars for hiring and 
maintaining quality faculty at the medical school. What we'd 
like to say is, "Hey buddy, remember us? The law school? 
You remember, you used to be Dean and then you picked 
your buddy Jeff to be Dean and he picked you to be President 
of the University ... ?" That money should be coming our way. 
We might even demand a little extra hush money so B&B 
don't continually refer to your relationship with Dean Lehman 
as "incestuous." 
With recent departures of signature faculty members like 
Israel, Syverud, and Seligman, and with the impending re-
tirement of St. Antoine, the law school needs to take action, 
and Bollinger you got the juice to do it. 
P.S. When sending us that payola, make the check pay-
able to Jason Sanders, b/c he demanded his cut up front. 
Head Notes- Tainted Love 
B&B appreciate the Head Notes ' efforts and their de-
sire to earn a whopping 3 bucks a song, but come on people-
we heard these songs last year. We have a once-a-decade 
tolerance for performances of "Embraceable You" and "Rub-
ber Ducky." 
Our suggestion-"Tainted Love" by Soft Cell, because, 
let's face it, there is no such thing as romance in Hutchins 
Hall. The closest thing is a scary symbiotic sexual relation-
ship in which it is virtually impossible to detect who is play-
ing the role of the remora and who is the shark. Sure, you 
may believe that you and your sweetheart from first year are 
the exception, but wake up and smell the hot sludge they call 
coffee down in the lounge. Chances are that within 3 years 
you'll be glaring across a table at that sweetie you sent the 
song to, trying to make sure you ruin his or her life and make 
off with the lion's share of joint possessions. When that day 
comes you will surely be better off with three and a half min-
utes of J.J.'s Negotiations lecture than a rendition of an old 
Sesame Street classic. 
B&B have noticed that in the draft copy of his new Evi-
dence textbook, Professor Gross has adopted the now-famil-
iar politically correct convention of always using the femi-
nine pronoun. This is the majority convention in new text-
books and is only mildly annoying. It's even occasionally 
amusing, as when authors accidentally refer to Judge Posner 
as "she." But this may be the best so far: A footnote hypo 
has ten women with long rap sheets for brawling show up at 
a rock concert. These brawlers-for-equality have ten fights 
each under their belts. Prof. Gross seems to have noticed 
this somewhat unlikely scenario and has tentatively crossed 
off some of the s's leaving a gender-bending defendant, most 
likely wearing CK-1. Our advice is to leave the hypo with 
all females . You'd be consistent, and hell, you may be able 
to sell the scenario to the USA Network for use as a late 
night movie script. (And remember, Prof. Gross, we may be 
making fun of you, but at least we've done the reading.) 
Valentine From Kamisar 
In other recent reading B&B noticed an Op-Ed piece in 
the February 14 edition of The New York Times authored by 
Professor Karnisar. (Where do we get the time to read the 
paper? Oh yeah, we're effectively 3rd year.) Had we been 
on-line we'd have searched for the word "cop" and just read 
the two or three vitriolic sentences surrounding it and been 
on our way, but this day we were reading the old fashion 
way. Prof. Karnisar was railing against affronts to the double 
jeopardy clause when he did a most perplexing thing. He 
listed Stacey Koon, a cop, in his accounting of people who 
may have been screwed. Now its possible that all along B&B 
have been wrong about Prof. Karnisar and he has a fully de-
veloped set of beliefs above and beyond his knee-jerk loath-
ing for cops ... but we doubt it. Our current theory is that he 
was in a semi-diabetic coma from eating all the valentine 
candies he was sent by career criminals. Although we give 
some credence to the theory of aliens escaping from Area 51 
and replacing him with a pod-grown replica. 
Hold the Line SaUyAnne! 
As you may or may not have heard, there has been a small controversy surrounding Sally Anne Payton. (No, not Sally Anne 
Cavanaugh of Provo, Utah, the high school sweetheart of Alan Stanwyck in "Fletch.") Ms. Payton is a law professor here. 
If you don't know her, obviously you didn't take Admin Law last semester, in which she handed out an unprecedentedly low 
mean grade. If you want to figure out who she is by looking up her picture in the Face Book, don't bother-she uses the 20-
year-old-picture technique formerly favored by Dean Whitman. 
Enough background. Apparently there has been a great deal of pressure placed on Prof. Payton to amend her grades. 
B&B would just like to tell her, "Don't give in! Hold the line! And please teach several more courses in the same manner." 
B&B know how just one bad grade can devastate a gpa (Thanks Prof. Simpson) and we figure if Prof. Payton keeps this up, 
enough people's gpas will be ruined that B&B will graduate magna. 
So, Prof. Payton, our advice is to throw the administration a bone by giving a book award to the best student in the class 
(who incidentally got a B+) and keep all the grades the same. And if for any reason you change your last name, please 
inform B&B before preregistration. 
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BAR REVIEW 
MPRE REVIEW 
for the March 14, 1997 MPRE 
Live Lecture: 
Monday, Mar. 10 4pm- Spm 
Room 120 - U of M ·Law School 
Video Lecture: 
Tuesday, Mar. 11 5:30pm • 9:30pm 
at 17117 W. Nine Mile Rd, Southfield 
MATERIALS MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE REVIEW 
Questions? Call Robin Miner at (800} 621-0498 ext. 271. 
BARIBRI Bar Review • 17117 West Nine Mile Road • Suite 200 • Southfield • Michigan • 48075 
(810) 424-4880 or (800) 245·3926 
THE COURSE RELIED ON BY OVER 600~000 STUDENTS OVER THE PAST 30 YEARS/ 
